
 
 

Framework for Learning:             Multiply Proper Fractions - 1  
                          
Leader’s Name: …………………………………. 
 
Co-Leader’s Name: ……………………………...                                                Instructor’s Initials: ……. 
 ____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Getting Started: 
Log into UMath X and follow the Content Menu: 
Fractions> Multiplying Fractions> Pattern Blocks  
Select & complete Sub Lessons: Hexagon 1, Hexagon 2, Hexagon 3 
 
As you work through each Hexagon: 
First … use real pattern blocks to reproduce the graphics on the computer screen. 
      
  Hexagon 1              Hexagon 2        Hexagon 3 

        
Then Complete the notes below: 

We are left with:      We are left with:          We are left with: 
 
1/2  of  1/3 =         1/2   of  1/2 =               1/4  of  1/3 = 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
Working In It 
 In UMathX, follow the Content Menu: 
 Fractions > Multiplying Fraction > Developing the Rule  
 Select and complete the Sub Lesson: Example 3 - Proper Fraction x Proper Fraction   
As you work through the lesson, use 2 colored pencils to record graphics of Example 3 in the box below. 
 
My diagram represents the multiplication of ______  and _______  =  ________  
  

 The part colored _________ represents the answer. 
Talk to your partner about the graphics which led to your understanding of why we multiply the way we 
do when we multiply a proper fractions by a proper fraction. 
 



Build It. Draw It. Talk It. Write It. Now you OWN It! 

            www.UMathX.com 

Now complete the picture below and show your work to solve the question 4/9 of 3/5.   
Now explain your understanding to a partner. 
      

The answer _______ is represented by the part colored _________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
Reflect And Connect 
 

Benoit's Problem:  After Benoit received his allowance, he went to the mall and spent 6/7 of his 
allowance. Of the money spent at the mall, 2/3 was used to purchase a computer game.  

How much of his allowance did Benoit spend on the computer game? 

If the rectangle below represents Benoit’s allowance, work through this problem and show your picture 
with a clear explanation. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Talk to your partner about your solution to the above problem.  
Are you and your partner in  agreement with your answer?  
If not, make changes to correct your responses 
 
Write  a sentence to explain clearly the steps in multiplying fractions.   
 
 
  


